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Assistant Professor of 
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Anita Walz, M.S., 
Assistant Director of Open 
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Communication Librarian,
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Imagine You Are ...
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Our Process



Cooperative Development of the Test Bank
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Project Progression

OER Adoption → Test Item Creation  → Revision → Release



Class Assignment
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▪ Adaptation & adoption of the OER Textbook
▪ Fall 2020 - Virginia Tech
▪ 5 Sections - 250 students

▪ Test item creation
▪ Questions through the eyes of our students
▪ Types of Questions - conceptual, analysis, application



GA and TA Roles
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● Organizing questions
● “First cut” review

○ Review for quality, type
○ Remove low-quality and 

near-duplicates
● Write supplementary 

questions
● Review
● Obtain student consent



Student Choice: Permission & Credit
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Y / N  Do you want to share the questions you created with instructors (at 
VT and beyond) to adapt, share, and use (without payment or cost)?

Y / N   If yes,  Are you at least 18 years old?
Y / N If yes, do you want your name listed publicly?

If yes, please type your name here: _____________

Please note that your grade is not affected by whether or not you 
choose to share.
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CSU Collaboration
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▪ Candice & Mandi - Identified the 
capstone course as a target for OER
▪ High enrollment, high stakes, close to 

completion
▪ Applied for Textbook Affordability Grant 

- Accepted!
▪ Searched for an acceptable OER 

textbook
▪ OpenStax
▪ OER Commons

▪ Contacted with Anita over OER 
Commons
▪ (without knowing we had a previous OER 

contact in common)
Image is included under fair use



Setting Goals and Process - Together!
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OER Adoption → Test Bank Creation → Revision → Release



Reviewing and Formatting Questions
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▪ Virginia Tech Team
▪ Handoff off question bank to CSU

▪ CSU Team
▪ Reviewed, revised and rated the 

questions
▪ Formatted for LMS - Blackboard and 

Canvas
▪ Worked on general powerpoints, 

Unsplash
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Behind the Scenes

● Student consent form

● Consultations with 
University Legal Counsel

● Find and pay for qualified 
copyeditor 

● Finding funds ($2,200 total 
cost)

● Creating the “Request” 
verification system



Final Result:  http://hdl.handle.net/10919/104179
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782 peer-reviewed, multiple-choice questions which 
correspond to topics taught in undergraduate, 
capstone-level business open textbook, Strategic 
Management (2020), freely available (CC BY-NC-SA) 
at http://hdl.handle.net/10919/99282.

Between 48-98 multiple-choice items are available for 
each of the 11 chapters.

Question items are also identified by subsection (e.g. 
1.1, 1.2, etc.) of Strategic Management.

University-legal approved “Terms of Use.” Release 
process which includes instructor verification and 
agreement to terms of use.

Sample download file and conversion instructions to 
your type of LMS.

“About the test bank doc” + List of contributors.

http://hdl.handle.net/10919/104179
http://hdl.handle.net/10919/99282


Project Benefits



Virginia Tech Benefits
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▪ Students
▪ Continued use of $0 cost Strategic Management
▪ Questions written by students = more relevant to students
▪ Students credited for their work

▪ Instructors
▪ Time for other time-intensive assessments because test 

questions are already written.

▪ Pamplin College of Business at VT
▪ Helpful resources for a course with 11-12 instructors and 

1,200 students annually;
▪ For accreditation purposes we can show we have access 

to similar assessment resources.



Virginia Tech Benefits
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▪ University Libraries
▪ Expanded adoption potential for Strategic 

Management open textbook by other 
colleges and universities

▪ Strengthen relationships with Pamplin 
College of Business 

▪ More experience with models of ancillary 
development and sharing

▪ Potential to share helpful expertise with 
others Image used under fair use



CSU Benefits
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▪ Student
▪ Reduce cost per student by $70
▪ Improve access - available online and on day 1

▪ Instructor
▪ Started with over 1,000 questions, reduced time 

and workload
▪ Consultation with other capstone instructors

▪ College of Business
▪ Upcoming AACSB visit
▪ Possibility to compare Assurance of Learning 

across institutions



CSU Benefits - Program & Institution
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▪ Pooling resources

▪ Prestige / recognition

▪ Inside look at the 

process
Image is included under fair use



Additional Benefits
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▪ Experience of building a well-
functioning team

▪ Working with other 
professional women in a male-
dominated field

▪ Satisfaction of a job well done

While there are no P&T or career rewards “. . . we did this because we had a 
shared commitment and common goals -- and because we know it is so 
valuable for teaching, learning, and cost reduction.” 

+ Context matters to reception



Impacts beyond our institutions . . . 
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▪ Questions written by students = more diverse 
perspectives = more relevant to students 

▪ More OER adoption
▪ Ancillaries are an invitation to adopt OER
▪ Nine schools beyond VT and CSU have 

requested and are using the test bank.



Tips & Takeaways



Tips for OER Program Coordinators

▪ Geography and institution 
type does not need to be a 
limitation; successful 
collaboration is possible with 
institutions that are very 
different and far away

▪ Collaboration can help when 
significant funding is not 
available.23



Tips for Faculty
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▪ Leverage your resources
▪ TA/GA, department help
▪ Grants & Librarians
▪ Network - previous allies

▪ Process Champion
▪ Someone to take the lead
▪ Coordinate resources
▪ Set up the meetings, move the 

project along
▪ Timing

▪ Give yourself a whole semester
▪ Don’t rush - avoid burnout



Thank you!

Cleveland State University
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Mandi Goodsett, she/her
Performing Arts & Humanities Librarian, OER 
& Copyright Advisor
Cleveland State University
a.goodsett@csuohio.edu

Candice Vander Weerdt
Assistant College Lecturer, College of 
Business
Cleveland State University
c.vanderweerdt@csuohio.edu

Virginia Tech

Eli C.S. Jamison
Assistant Professor of Management Practice
Virginia Tech
elicsj1@vt.edu

Anita Walz
Assistant Director of Open Education & 
Scholarly Communication Librarian
Virginia Tech
arwalz@vt.edu
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